EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
LA SkyRail™ Express
Proposal for the
Sepulveda/
405 Corridor

In short, LA SkyRail Express provides
Metro with the only solution that
is both technically and financially
feasible, delivering the entire corridor
under a single contract—an outcome
that Metro can fully realize through the
Pre-Development Agreement (PDA)
and P3 process.

Executive Summary
LA SkyRail™ Express Proposal for the
Sepulveda/405 Corridor
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BACKGROUND &
INTRODUCTION

F

or several decades, business
and community leaders have
sought high-capacity rapid transit
solutions for the I-405 Corridor from
the San Fernando Valley to Los Angeles
International Airport (LAX). While the
proposed technologies have run the
gamut from high-speed monorail or
maglev to high-speed rail or subway, the
proposed rapid transit initiatives have all
shared several key common objectives:
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• Link the historically underserved Valley
to local, regional, and statewide transit,
highway, and airport transportation
hubs and activity centers with highspeed, high-capacity service;
• Overcome the natural barrier to travel
represented by the Santa Monica
Mountains and provide a viable
alternative to the I-405, the most
congested auto corridor in the country,
over the Sepulveda Pass;
• Provide direct, efficient connections
throughout the corridor, not only to
Metro’s bus and rail transit network,
but also to major mixed-use centers
along the route, such as UCLA, the
Westside, and the South Bay area
surrounding LAX, as well as LAX itself;
• Select a rapid transit solution with
the speed and capacity to be readily
extended northward across the Valley
and perhaps beyond; and southward
through the South Bay communities to
ultimately link Los Angeles and Long
Beach with Orange County;
• Achieve all of the above objectives
by selecting a proven, yet affordable,
rapid transit technology that will
be compatible with the diverse and
sensitive communities along the route.
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In view of this unique history, it came
as no surprise that the Sepulveda/405
Corridor is one of the primary rapid
transit projects that was overwhelmingly
approved by the voters of Los Angeles
County for implementation through the
passage of Measure M in 2016.
Measure M describes the
Sepulveda/I-405 Corridor as being
comprised of three phases:
• Phase 1 will add paid express lanes to
the freeway section between the US101 Freeway and I-10;
• Phase 2 is a rapid transit line extending
from the existing Orange Line BRT at
the north end of the corridor to the
Purple Line Subway in Westwood;
• Phase 3 extends from that point to the
vicinity of LAX.
To date, Metro’s planning for the corridor
focused on the possibility of accelerating
Phase 2 of the corridor to a 2028
completion as part of the Metro Board’s
adopted “Twenty-eight by ‘28” Initiative,
leaving Phase 3 to LAX with a projected
opening date in 2057 (or later).
Measure M creates an unprecedented
and achievable situation with respect

to rapid transit development here in LA
County in these important ways:
• The dedicated sales tax does not
“sunset” providing an ongoing revenue
stream for transit projects for area
residents for decades;
• It adds to an already robust, dedicated
revenue stream from previously
successful funding initiatives;
• The Measure in essence becomes an
ordinance that requires the project(s)
to be built and put in service.
LA County has the largest county
economy in the United States, and
through passage of Measure M, Metro
has one of the world’s largest rapid transit
expansion programs, benefiting every
resident with regionwide projects. There
is also a deep resource base of quality and
experienced designers, constructors, and
precision manufacturing talent to deliver
these projects. The Measure M sales
tax initiative provides critical financial
support to expand the reach of transit in
LA County, but Metro’s ambitious plans
to get the job done sooner rather than
later requires innovative solutions, such
as Public-Private Partnerships (P3s). P3
projects create attractive opportunities
for public agencies to partner with the
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private sector to design, construct,
operate, and maintain transit
corridors cost effectively, and to
deliver more projects sooner than
otherwise would be possible under
a “pay-as-you-go” scenario.
In its November 2019 Transit
Feasibility Study (TFS), Metro
developed and evaluated four
candidate alternatives for the
Corridor:
• MRT 1: A monorail or rubber-tire
transit system that would include
a tunnel under the Santa Monica
Mountains;
• HRT 1,2, and 3: Three alternative
alignments of a “heavy rail” line
(often referred to as a “metro” or
“subway”), all of which also would
include even lengthier tunnels.
In view of this unique situation,
Metro has decided, tentatively, to
pursue a potential P3 model for
implementation, operation, and longterm financing of the Project. In its
Request for Proposals (RFP) issued to
five pre-qualified P3 project teams,
Metro states: “Each project phase is,
however, a candidate for accelerated
delivery under Metro’s “Twenty-
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eight by ‘28” initiative and project
acceleration policy, pending a feasible
financial plan and other criteria.”
The LA SkyRail™ Express Team
(LASE) has been formed to address
this challenge and welcomes and
embraces this critically important
opportunity to accelerate, deliver,
operate, maintain, fund, and finance
within Metro’s financial capacity, an
advanced, high-speed, high-capacity,
rapid transit system.
The Team’s proposal identifies three
alternatives for Metro’s consideration:
• A fully compliant Baseline Proposal
from the planned East Valley light
rail line to the West Side;
• An Alternative Proposal developed
through the Team’s comprehensive
work effort over nearly three years,
for accelerated delivery of the
entire corridor from the Orange
Line BRT in the Valley to LAX by
2028 to 2030;
• The UCLA Preferred Tunnel
Option (that can be included with
either the Baseline or Alternative
Proposal), which was developed
through a series of design
workshops with the UCLA team;

THE TECHNOLOGY

-

To realize our vision for the
Sepulveda Transit Corridor
Project (the Project), LA
SkyRail Express™ (the Team)
has selected BYD’s SkyRail™
technology. SkyRail is the world’s
most advanced, driverless,
straddle-type monorail system,
representing the state-of-theart of monorail technology that
has evolved over nearly 60
years from an amusement park
ride to a proven, high-capacity,
urban, rapid transit solution—a
technology family that has
become the new system of
choice in several of the world’s
largest cities, all of which already
have Heavy Rail Transit (HRT),
including São Paulo, Bangkok,
Cairo, and Panama City.

Van Nuys Station

BASELINE PROPOSAL

Sherman Way Station

-

The Baseline Proposal spans the same corridor
defined in TFS, consistent with the limits of
“Phase 2,” and is fully compliant with the Project
Parameters specified in Metro’s proposed
Form of Contract.
We have included a point-by-point description that
demonstrates how the Baseline Proposal is fully
compliant with, and in some cases exceeds, the
Project Parameters.
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LA CIENEGA BLVD

Northern Terminus:
- Van Nuys/Metrolink Station
Southern Terminus:
- Expo Line LRT
Length:
- 15 miles
Mode:
- All-elevated monorail line
Stations:
• Van Nuys Station
• Sherman Way Station
• Orange Line Station
• 101 Station
• Getty Center Station
• Purple Line Station
• Santa Monica Blvd. Station
• Expo Line Station
Scheduled Top Speed:
- 65 mph (reserving a performance margin
due to the 75 mph capability of the trains)
Travel Time:
- 24 minutes end-to-end with 30-second
station dwell times
Peak Capacity:
- Initially 14,000 passengers per hour per direction
(pphpd) at 2 minute scheduled headways, with
ultimate capacity of nearly 19,000 pphpd
Capital Cost Estimate:
- $6.1 Billion
O&M Cost Estimate:
- $44 Million per year
Preliminary Plan of Finance:
- Shows project to be financially viable within
Metro’s resources
Alignment Notes:
- Alignment from the Orange Line Station follows
the east side of I-405 northward (not Sepulveda
Blvd. as in the TFS), then eastward along the south
side of the rail right of way to Van Nuys Blvd.
Extensions and Options:
• UCLA Preferred Tunnel Option
• South extension to LAX (as per
Alternative Proposal)
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Figure 1:
LA SkyRail Express Baseline Proposal,
Alternative Proposal, and UCLA
Preferred Tunnel Option
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ALTERNATIVE PROPOSAL

-

The Alternative Proposal presents the Team’s
vision for the entire corridor, as defined in Measure
M, from the Orange Line BRT in the Valley all the
way to LAX.

Orange Line Station

The alignment is primarily located within or
adjacent to the I-405 right of way, with stations on
the east side of the right of way (except at LAX).
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TUNNEL OPTION

LA CIENEGA BLVD

Northern Terminus:
- I-405 and the Orange Line BRT
Southern Terminus:
- LAX – Crenshaw/LAX Line LRT station at 96th
Street/Aviation and Automated People Mover
Length:
- 19 miles
Mode:
- All-elevated monorail line
Stations:
• Orange Line Station
• 101 Station
• Getty Center Station
• Purple Line Station
• Santa Monica Blvd. Station
• Expo Line Station
• Venice Blvd. Station
• Culver City Station
• LAX Station
Scheduled Top Speed:
- 65 mph (reserving a performance margin
due to the 75 mph capability of the trains)
Travel Time:
- Under 30 minutes end-to-end with
30-second station dwell times
Peak Capacity:
- Initially 14,000 pphpd at 2.0 minute scheduled
headways, with ultimate capacity of nearly 19,000
pphpd
Capital Cost Estimate:
- Within Measure M budget
O&M Cost Estimate:
- Slightly more than Baseline
Preliminary Plan of Finance:
- Shows project to be financially viable within
Metro’s resources
Extensions and Options:
• UCLA Preferred Tunnel Option
• North extension to Van Nuys/Metrolink
Station (as per Baseline Proposal)

101 Transfer Station
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Length:
4.12 miles (0.9 mile net increase over
Baseline or Alternative)
• Elevated Guideway: 0.89 miles
• Tunnel: 3.23 miles
Station Locations:
• UCLA Luskin Center Station
(underground station)
• Purple Line Station (elevated
station above UCLA Lot 36, Veteran
Ave. and Wilshire Blvd.; replaces
Baseline/Alternative Proposal Purple
Line Station)
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Culver City Station

LOS ANGELES
LAX Station
INTERATIONAL AIRPORT
(LAX)
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS OF
THE LA SKYRAIL EXPRESS
TSC

SkyRail: State-of-the-art, driverless
monorail technology
> SkyRail is a fully integrated,
globally proven, state-of-the-art,
straddle-type, driverless monorail
system that will contribute to
achieve the Project Goals and
incorporates all of the features
needed for the unique operational
challenges and geographical
features of the Project.
Driverless operations for shorter
headways, higher ridership, and
increased safety
>Operates at twice the peak period
frequency (two minutes vs. four
minutes) assumed in the TFS,
thereby significantly increasing the
ridership forecast while enhancing
transfers to and from other Metro
bus and rail lines.
>Vehicle interiors are equipped with
real time view CCTV capability
providing passenger security
confidence and a tool to aid in train
operation incident management.
>Driverless, communicationsbased, moving block positive train
control technology increases
safety and reliability.
>Higher speed reduces travel times
(up to 75 mph, nominally 65 mph
vs. the 50 mph assumed in the
TFS), and significantly shorter
travel times also increase the
forecasted ridership.
>Electrical propulsion on rubber tire
monorail generates an insignificant
amount of noise, creating no
additional interference over
existing freeway noise.

Flexible configuration for
increased capacity
> Six-car trains, operating at twominute peak period headways,
will provide an initial installed
peak capacity of over 14,000
pphpd, versus the 12,000 pphpd
level required to meet the
Project Parameters.
> Up to eight-car trains will meet
high demand periods by providing
peak capacity of nearly 19,000
pphpd at American standing space
specifications (four standees per
square meter, 2.7 square feet
per standee).
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Modern walk-through trains for
efficient boarding and increased
passenger comfort
> Walk-through trains will enhance
passenger boarding and deboarding, more evenly distribute
the passenger load, and facilitate
emergency evacuation.
> Trains comply with Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA)
requirements and feature flexible
seating arrangements consistent
with the North American practice of
maximizing seating, including level
boarding wheelchair access resulting
from automatic height adjustment,
based upon passenger load.
> Cars have sleek, modern, dynamic
design, both inside and out, with
high-quality materials (aluminum
exteriors and composite interiors),
large windows, and a very
comfortable and quiet ride.
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An alignment selected to enhance
connections, increase ridership, and
minimize environmental impacts.
>Stations are located to the side of the
freeway to enhance pedestrian access
and facilitate transfers to/from all major
crossing Metro (light and heavy) rail,
BRT, rapid bus, and local bus lines.
>Alignment runs primarily along the
I-405 to focus visual and other impacts
of aerial construction away from
adjacent neighborhoods.
>Grade-separated operation increases
safety, reliability, and capacity.

Rapid construction to accelerate
delivery and minimize disruption

SkyRail technology to enhance
construction and operations

> SkyRail pre-cast construction
methodology will reduce impacts and
costs compared to other urban transit
system technology.

> Structural and guideway design
integrates seismic requirements
and includes emergency evacuation
walkways that provide a safe path to
code-compliant evacuation facilities.

> Smaller, lighter-weight, pre-cast
columns and beams in high-traffic
areas will speed the construction
process, thereby reducing costs and
accelerating project completion, while
minimizing construction disruption.
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Maximum gradeability
Steeper grade-climbing ability,
up to 10% over short distances
and 6% on sustained sections,
facilitates our elevated guideway
through Sepulveda Pass.

Skyrail
Engineering

Cutting-edge systems for increased
safety and energy efficiency

SkyRail is an advanced monorail
system that runs on an elevated guide
beam that supports, stabilizes, and
guides the trains.

• Systems are designed with “top
down” energy conservation and
management in mind, including
regenerative braking, wayside
energy storage, and backup on-board
batteries that can move the train to
the nearest station in the event of a
regional power outage.
• Permanent magnet synchronous
alternating current (AC) motors—
which typically have 30% to
60% higher torque capacity than
conventional motors, 30% better
torque utilization with faster
acceleration and deceleration, and
much lower heat generation—
also show a significantly longer
operational life.
• Trains comply with NFPA 130 and
other applicable codes and standards
for flammability and toxic smoke.
• Trains feature transit-grade, stateof-the-art components throughout,
such as reliable door operators, HVAC
systems, CCTV systems, variable
message signs, public address
systems with battery backup, closedcircuit monitoring systems, and
smoke detection systems.
• Proven high-speed guideway
switching technology provides
the same functions as traditional
rail switches.

The innovative design optimizes
energy efficiency, safety, comfort, and
cost-effectiveness; the sleek, modern
design enhances the urban landscape.
Wide bridge-type structures are not
needed—only 27.5-inch-wide beams.

Minimum turning radius
Shorter turning radius of as little as
150 feet facilitates urban integration.
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The LA SkyRail Express
Proposal from the Valley to
LAX is estimated to fit well
within the Measure M budget
of $9.5 billion (2015 dollars).
In contrast, the TFS showed that the
MRT 1 alternative and all three HRT
alternatives developed in the TFS would
exhaust or even greatly exceed that
budget just to extend from the Valley to
Westside, leaving the southern portion
of the corridor, including LAX, to 2057
or beyond.
When comparing these alternatives
on the basis of the benefits that these
expenditures will yield—for example,
LA SkyRail Express built within the
budget over the entire corridor, versus
the other alternatives exhausting the
budget but built only to the Westside—
the SkyRail solution greatly exceeds the
performance of the TFS alternatives in
every category. The benefit of building
the entire corridor, when one considers
the immense travel-shed of the greater
LAX and South Bay area that SkyRail
will seamlessly serve, is demonstrated
by an independent study completed
by prominent USC transportation
economics Professor Marlon Boarnet, as
summarized in this Executive Summary.

favor of SkyRail, including: 1) Improved
Mobility; 2) Improved Equity of
Access; 3) Protecting the Environment
and Supporting Community and
Economic Development; 4) Providing
a Cost-Effective Solution; and 5)
Minimizing Risk.
Of these major benefits, perhaps the
capital and operations and maintenance
(O&M) cost comparison is the most
striking, with SkyRail costing a fraction of
the subway alternative.
Further, if this comparison is expanded
to show the TFS alternatives extending
all the way to LAX, the already
substantial capital and operating cost
differences come into play in an even
larger way. In other words, for the
other alternatives to deliver benefits
comparable to SkyRail, both their capital
and O&M costs (as estimated by Metro
itself ) are roughly double to triple the
cost of SkyRail.

When compared objectively, the
Team’s submission demonstrates that
the comparison lines up squarely in
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ENHANCING MOBILITY
FOR THE GETTY CENTER
AND UCLA

Connecting the Getty Center Station
to the Automated People Mover

Encouraging development and
transfers at UCLA

The Team’s collaborative approach
led to the location and configuration
of the station design concept for Getty
Center Station. Features include a
side platform station (to maintain a
narrower guideway structure leading
to the station), and a mezzanine below
the platforms connecting directly—via
a covered pedestrian walkway—to
the Getty Center’s entry plaza and
automated people mover (its own first
mile/last mile solution).

Workshops with UCLA led both to the
development of the UCLA Preferred
Tunnel Option (with an underground
station at UCLA’s preferred site
adjacent to the Luskin Center), and to
development of a preferred location
and configuration of an elevated station
along the west side of UCLA’s Lot
36. This would be a single-level sideplatform station (again, to simplify the
approach structures by keeping the
beams together). The station design
also eliminates the mezzanine (at
UCLA’s request), to stimulate groundlevel activities and mixed-use joint
development in this critically important
location, where a high volume of
passengers would be transferring
between the Purple Line Subway and
the Project.
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Team Leaders John Laing and BYD

Team Structure

As leader of the SPV, John Laing is an international originator, active
investor, and manager of infrastructure projects, focused on major
transportation, social, and environmental infrastructure projects
awarded under public-private partnership (P3) programs. John Laing
is one of the world’s most trusted brands in the field of infrastructure
because of its expertise and credentials, including completing over
100 projects in the last 30 years.

Consistent with Metro’s proposed
P3 approach, John Laing will be
responsible for financial planning and
legal/contractual issues throughout the
PDA process, and upon implementation,
will be the lead member of the Special
Purpose Corporation/Vehicle (the
“SPV”, LA SkyRail Express) established
to implement the Project. John Laing
will be supported in this endeavor by
Bank of America/Merrill Lynch, MUFG
as Financial Advisor, and Winston &
Strawn as outside legal counsel.

Working from its downtown Los Angeles office, John Laing brings to
this project the knowledge gained through leading most of the major
transportation P3 projects undertaken in the United States, including:
• Denver Eagle P3 Rapid Transit
• I-75 Modernization
• I-4 Ultimate
• I-77 HOT Lanes
• Transform 66
As a primary member of the SPV, and as an entrepreneurial
private, publicly traded global company (not government owned or
controlled), BYD brings the following resources to this project:
• A dedicated SkyRail team of nearly 1,000 engineers
• A dedicated North American SkyRail project management team in
our downtown Los Angeles headquarters
• Proven ability to meet and exceed Buy America requirements for
local manufacturing of the rolling stock, as already demonstrated
through our battery-electric bus manufacturing plant in Lancaster,
which, in cooperation with the SMART union and Jobs to Move
America, employs a workforce of nearly 800 American employees,
about 85% of whom are minorities and women
• An exclusive team of subject matter expert technical advisors, who
together have planned, implemented, operated, and maintained
advanced technology rapid transit systems in several countries

If awarded the implementation by
Metro, LA SkyRail Express will, in turn,
award fixed price contracts for final
design and construction; vehicle and
systems supply, system integration, and
system testing and commissioning; and
ongoing operations and maintenance
(O&M) for a period of up to 30 years.
During the O&M period, LA SkyRail
Express will be responsible for meeting
Metro’s comprehensive performance
requirements, and payments to the
Team will be based upon meeting or
exceeding those requirements.
The SPV will provide equity and highly
competitive long-term financing to help
Metro match its cash flow capabilities
over the duration of the P3 agreement.
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THE LA SKYRAIL EXPRESS
TEAM

LA SkyRail Express has
carefully selected Key
Participants that provide:

A Highly Diverse Local Team
LA SkyRail Express proposes a specific
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE)
participation program that will enable
the Team to meet and exceed Metro’s
strong DBE participation goals through
the life of the PDA Contract and beyond.
Our comprehensive and successful preaward DBE outreach program provided
us with detailed information regarding
the relevant capabilities of over 250 DBE
firms, most of which are locally based, all
of whom expressed interest in working
with LA SkyRail Express. Through this
outreach process, we identified our core
team of nearly 40 small business and
DBE partners who will help us meet and
exceed Metro’s DBE goals.
By combining our outreach efforts

with our previous knowledge gained
by working with many outstanding
firms within the DBE community, we
also have developed a bench of ready,
willing, and able DBE firms that can
further supplement the Team through
the PDA process, and ultimately through
to the implementation phase. This
additional support team can fulfill
additional scope that may be identified
as the project progresses, provide
additional support on the administrative
effort, or back-fill the work of existing
DBEs, should such help be needed.
In addition, we are proposing a specific
mentoring program that also will exceed
Metro’s goals for the participation of
small, locally based DBE firms who
expressed interest in participating in our
Mentor/Protégé program.

• A significant Los Angeles
presence and experience
delivering projects to Metro
• Depth of national and international
resources and experience with the
proposed monorail technology
• Nearly three years of dedicated
effort developing the monorail
solution to enable the successful
and accelerated progression
through the PDA Phases
• 30 years of project financing
experience
LA SkyRail Express is led by:
• Equity Member, John Laing,
the leading P3 transit project
developer in North America
• Lead Construction Contractor,
Skanska, one of the world’s top
design-build contractors
• Equity Member, Technology
Supplier and Systems Integrator,
and Co-Lead O&M Contractor,
BYD, the world’s leading supplier
of battery-electric transportation
products and monorail systems
• Co-Lead O&M Contractor,
ACI, America’s leading private
operations and maintenance firm
• Lead Engineer, HDR, one of
America’s largest employeeowned engineering firms
• Lead Architect, Gensler, one of the
world’s largest and most respected
design firms
• Lead Structural Engineer,
Innova, a certified DBE firm, and
a specialized monorail structural
engineer with experience on
most of the major urban monorail
systems recently completed or
underway world-wide
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ACHIEVING
METRO’S GOALS
The Team has developed our proposal
around achieving and exceeding
Metro’s Project Goals, as delineated in
the RFP, as follows:

Project Goal 1

Project Goal 2

Provide a high-quality transit service that
serves the large and growing travel market
between the San Fernando Valley and the
estside of Los Angeles.

Provide a competitive travel option that
generates new transit and non-motorized
trips by increasing the speed, frequency,
capacity, reliability, and durability of
transit service and provide convenient
connections to existing and planned
transit corridors and origins/destinations
generating significant travel demand.

Both of our proposed alternatives
(the Baseline Proposal from the Van
Nuys Station to the Expo Line Station,
and the Alternative Proposal over the
entire corridor from the Orange Line
Station in the Valley to LAX) provide
an iconic, high-quality alternative that
will completely change and improve the
image and attractiveness of rapid transit,
thereby enhancing mobility for residents
and employees in the Valley and over the
Sepulveda Pass to/from the Westside. By
selecting high-speed, quiet, comfortable,
state-of-the art monorail technology,
and by virtue of placing the alignment
within or adjacent to the I-405 Freeway
in an elevated configuration, the
system is both attractive and highly
visible, while at the same time greatly
reducing environmental impacts to the
communities along the corridor.
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Our alternatives exceed the Project
Parameters for capacity and provide
both higher speeds and frequencies than
those envisioned in the RFP, including:
• Initial capacity of over 14,000
passengers per hour per direction
(pphpd), and an ultimate capacity
of nearly 19,000 pphpd, which
exceeds the specified 12,000 pphpd;
• Higher speed (nominally 65 mph,
with capability up to 75 mph);
• Higher frequency service (two
minutes during extended peak periods
and special events), greatly enhancing
connections with all crossing bus
and rail lines, which in turn greatly
expands the “footprint” of the line.
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This high level of performance is
achieved while also increasing reliability
and durability. The SkyRail system is
highly reliable for a number of reasons:

and rail lines, which, combined with
our higher frequency service, further
enhances transfers between local and
regional lines, such as:

• Trains operate on an elevated
guideway, which is a much cleaner
environment than a subway tunnel;
• With only a simple guide beam that
requires no separate trackwork or
running surface, there are far
fewer components that can fail
and affect operations;
• Trains are automatically controlled
with an extremely reliable, state-ofthe-art, proven, communicationsbased, automatic train control system;

• the East San Fernando Valley
Transit Corridor Project;
• the Orange Line Bus Rapid
Transit line;
• the Purple Line Subway, and;
• the Expo Light Rail Line.

The SkyRail system will greatly enhance
mobility and connections by serving as a
high-speed, high-capacity, high service
frequency “sub-regional connector” for
the entire corridor. The Team has sited
and designed the stations to interface
conveniently for passengers wishing to
connect to existing and proposed bus

Additional connections
are provided to the US-101
Freeway rapid bus and Santa
Monica Blvd. local bus lines.
Our high service frequency
means passengers will not
need to have a timetable.
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Project Goal 3

SkyRail
technology
is inherently
simpler,
hence, far
safer to
maintain.

Provide a safe and secure project for the
public, transit customers, and transit
workers during design, construction,
operations, and maintenance.
First, the SkyRail technology selection
provides substantial inherent
construction safety, employing
modular, pre-cast, light weight,
elevated guideway elements. Its
construction process is much simpler
and far less dangerous for workers
than underground construction. The
technology also increases operational
safety by employing advanced,
yet proven, technology. SkyRail’s
advanced, 5G, communicationsbased, automatic train control and
communications system provides an
unprecedented level of high-frequency
safe operation. Other key operationalphase advantages include:
• Automatic platform doors that are
synchronized with the operation
of the trains—there is virtually no
opportunity for unauthorized access
to the guideway;
• On-board, recyclable, long-life,
backup rechargeable batteries that
will enable fully-loaded trains to
safely move passengers to the
nearest station in the event of
regional power outages.
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Additionally, SkyRail technology is
inherently simpler, hence, far safer
(and much lower in cost) to maintain:
• No power rails are needed in the
maintenance facilities as a result of
the vehicle’s on-board batteries;
• The narrow twin pre-cast concrete
guide beams are not highmaintenance items; providing
both guidance and structural
support. They eliminate the need
for large, obtrusive “bridge”
type aerial structures and high
maintenance trackwork;
• The vehicles operate in a very clean
environment, which greatly extends
the lifespan of key components.
The vehicles are designed to facilitate
inspection, maintenance, and
replacement of easily accessible
major components without
requiring pits.
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THE MOST
FEASIBLE,
FULLY PROVEN
SOLUTION
Project Goal 4
Support robust participation of
Disadvantaged Business Enterprises
(DBE).
Our team is committed to meeting or
exceeding Metro’s very important DBE
goals. As good corporate citizens of Los
Angeles County, LA SkyRail Express
fully understands and embraces
Metro’s transit industry-leading DBE
program. To this end, we undertook a
robust outreach program that enables
us to meet or exceed the goals.

SkyRail is a proven urban transit
technology fully capable of meeting
day-to-day, rigorous, high-capacity
operation. Just as surface light
rail has been modernized and
improved for over 100 years since
the first trams and streetcars, so too
straddle-type monorail technology
has been incrementally improved
and modernized for more than 60
years. This steady improvement
included many public straddle-type
monorail lines being implemented
through the first 60 years of monorail
development—not just amusement
park systems, but systems that
contained virtually the same basic
elements as comparable light rail
systems—and these lines have been
operated over millions of train miles
and hours in several of the world’s
largest cities, such as Tokyo, Japan; Sao
Paulo, Brazil; and Chongquing, China.
The International Monorail Association
lists straddle-type urban monorail
transit systems in 42 cities around
the world—totaling 269 miles, over
400 stations, and carrying millions of
passengers each day. New systems are
in the design or construction phase
in more of the world’s largest cities,
including Bangkok, Thailand; São
Paulo, Brazil; and Cairo, Egypt.

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY
FEATURE
With five projects constructed in
China, two awarded in Brazil, and
over 210 miles of SkyRail systems
already in planning, SkyRail is a
service-proven technology, with
highly reliable guideway switching
systems and full driverless operation.
Features include:
• Meets U.S. codes and standards
– Fully compliant with applicable
U.S. codes and standards for urban
transit application including NFPA
130, ADA, and ASCE 21
• Exceeds Buy America – Through
local vehicle production in Los
Angeles County
• Facilitates passenger ingress and
egress with walk-through trains
• Provides high capacity and high
speed – far greater than the
capacity of Metro’s subway lines
• Continues to operate in the event
of power outages – on-board
batteries enable trains to move
autonomously to stations in
the event of a massive regional
power outage
• Enhances safety through driverless
operation – maximizing safety
with automatic train control and
fail-safe design
• Constructs far faster, with far less
impact than any other comparable
urban transit system
• Aerial structure provides both the
structural support as well as the
vehicle guidance on slender beams
• The more compact structural
footings of the SkyRail system
allows it to fit more easily into
congested corridors
• Pre-cast structural elements,
including columns and beams,
significantly reduce the
construction process and
duration, minimizing traffic and
community disruption
• Electrical propulsion minimizes
SkyRail generated noise,
creating no additional interference
to neighborhood.
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ACCELERATING
SERVICE TO LAX

Can carry as
many people
per hour per
direction as
the existing
I-405 Fwy.

Through the Team’s comprehensive
work effort over nearly three years, we
have developed a very strong concept
for accelerated delivery of the entire
corridor as defined in Measure M
phases 2 and 3, from the Metro Orange
Line BRT in the Valley, all the way to
LAX in one efficient undertaking. We
believe that the Alternative Proposal
represents the only solution that
is both technically and financially
feasible to deliver the entire corridor
under a single contract, all within the
Measure M budget. Completion of this
Alternative Proposal, just as is the case
with the Baseline Proposal, can be
greatly accelerated within Metro’s cash
flow projections, and provides all of the
following important features:
• Fits within the I-405 median between
the US-101 Freeway and the Purple
Line Subway. Following detailed
engineering analysis, we have
confirmed the ability for Metro to
implement the planned I-405 Express
Lanes Project, comply with current
sight distance restrictions, and
provide adequate median drainage
(as does the Baseline Proposal);
• Travels at 65 mph over Sepulveda
Pass with fully-loaded trains, per
detailed train simulation modeling
(as does the Baseline Proposal);
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• Includes a Getty Center Station (as
does the Baseline Proposal);
• Includes an LAX Station that is
designed to take advantage of the
unprecedented multi-modal transfer
opportunities to the LAX Automated
People Mover and Consolidated
Rent-A-Car (CONRAC) facility, the
Crenshaw/Green Line LRT, and
Metro’s regional bus transit center—
transfers that are greatly enhanced
by the very high-frequency service of
the monorail system;
• Provides for the possibility of
future extensions to the north across
the Valley and to the south along
the I-405 Freeway toward Long
Beach and Orange County, as well
as for a direct, one-seat ride to
the new Inglewood Sports and
Entertainment Complex;
• Can carry as many people per
hour per direction than the existing
I-405 Freeway.
Finally, from a schedule perspective,
both the Baseline and Alternative
Proposals can be implemented on an
accelerated basis in response to Metro’s
“Twenty-eight by ‘28” Initiative,
within Metro’s projected cash flow
for the corridor.
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The Compelling Case for Building
the Entire Measure M Corridor

Meeting Urgent Transit Needs
of the South Bay Area

The Team’s Alternative Proposal is
fully compliant with the Measure M
ordinance as approved overwhelmingly
by LA County voters. It is consistent with
the definition of the corridor (extending
from the Orange Line BRT in the Valley
– which merits and needs such a robust
and effective transit line – to LAX at
the south). Most importantly, it would
enable Metro to greatly exceed the
goals it has established for this project,
including but not limited to:

In his recently completed study of the
corridor, USC Urban Planning Professor
Dr. Marlon Boarnet makes the case for
providing direct, high-speed, highcapacity service from the Valley to LAX
and the region surrounding it—which
together comprise one of the largest
travel sheds in the entire County. The key
findings in the Boarnet report are listed
below:

• Building the entire corridor in one
undertaking, and doing so well within
the Measure M budget for the entire
corridor, including both phases two
and three;
• Providing consistency with the legal,
binding corridor definition in the
Measure M ordinance, so it would
not require Metro to obtain a formal
two-thirds Board vote to revise the
definition of the corridor to extend it
nearly four miles further north, if that
proves to be necessary;
• Enabling Metro to deliver what
was promised to the voters decades
sooner than what otherwise would be
possible with an HRT alternative—an
alternative that would only extend
as far south as the Westside and that
would more than exhaust all of the
funds assigned to the entire corridor
in Measure M.
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• In 2018 LAX was the nation’s second
busiest airport by passenger volume,
and the most rapidly growing large
airport in the country;
• In 2012, LAX was cited as being
the busiest origin and destination
passenger airport in the world,
making it even more striking that
the airport has no rapid transit
connection—in view of the fact that
it inherently generates far more trips
to and from the airport than would a
large transfer-type airport;
• The area within three miles of the
proposed LAX Station contains
approximately 216,000 jobs. This
is similar to employment in the
downtowns of Atlanta, Austin, Dallas,
Denver, and Portland;
• The area around LAX, by itself,
would be one of the nation’s largest
downtowns not served by rapid
transit. The trips generated at LAX,
counting vehicle trips within the
terminal loop and commuting trips
to serve off-airport functions and
nearby jobs, could easily double the
trips as compared to the region’s best-
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Addressing Proprietary Technology
and Parts Availability Questions

•

•

•

•

•

known traffic generators, including
the UCLA campus;
The I-405 Freeway from I-10 south
to I-105 has the highest traffic
volumes along the entire corridor
and the second highest volumes
in Los Angeles, after I-10 west
of downtown;
Rapid transit mode shares at three US
comparison airports average nearly
10%—and none of those operate
nearly as fast nor as frequently as
the proposed high-speed monorail
to LAX;
If rapid transit to an LAX station
served just 10% of airport trips and
10% of the commute trips to jobs
in the surrounding three-mile area,
that would translate to 57,000 daily
monorail trips. For comparison, at only
one station, that ridership could equal
almost half the typical 2019 Red Line
subway ridership;
Without rapid transit extending to
LAX, the only rapid transit option
available from the Valley and the
Westside to LAX would require two
transfers: to the Expo Line LRT and
Crenshaw/LAX Line LRT and to the
LAX Automated People Mover. By
eliminating transfers, a one-seat
rapid transit trip from the Valley to
LAX would be very competitive with
auto travel;
The combined LAX and South Bay
areas contain the region’s third- and
fifth-largest employment sub-centers.

Advanced transit systems involve
state-of-the-art designs. The team
we have assembled offers Metro an
innovative solution that will likely
introduce some proprietary elements,
just as do other proposals – but
proprietary elements will be relatively
few and are comparable to what other
technology suppliers consider to be
proprietary for more “conventional”
rail systems, such as the bogies (the
drive train and suspension) and the
moving block train control system
software. Agencies like Metro typically
escrow such proprietary elements
in case the supplier of any such
proprietary elements is unable
to perform.
The Team’s Alternative Proposal to
implement the entire corridor from
the Valley to LAX in one accelerated
undertaking mitigates the risks
associated with purchasing components
where there are few vendors, as all of
these elements are built into the Project
from the very beginning, including
the O&M facilities, the fixed price for
O&M, initial and long-term vehicle fleet
requirements, and spare parts.
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Leveraging BYD’s and ACI’s long-term
O&M Role
LA SkyRail Express team member
BYD, the Technology Supplier and
Systems Integrator, also will be a fullterm member of the Team—including
serving as an Equity Member and as
the Co-Lead O&M Contractor with
ACI—and both firms will thus remain
fully engaged in the Project throughout
the O&M period. They will provide

a single point of responsibility for
performance and, with a large and
permanent presence in Lancaster, Los
Angeles County, and a very strong
financial position, will be able to
supply locally-manufactured vehicles,
systems, and system integration at a
fair and transparent price, including an
auditable open-book process.

Finally, SkyRail technology is Buy America
compliant through local vehicle assembly
at the planned manufacturing facility in
Lancaster, and locally sourced, labor-friendly
construction that maximizes job creation.
Many of the system’s sub-assemblies
are standard transit-grade components
available from a number of American
suppliers, thereby allowing for
competitive and transparent pricing.
Just as they already have done for
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their Buy America compliant batteryelectric bus manufacturing facility in
Los Angeles County, BYD will develop
a supply chain of American suppliers
for SkyRail vehicles and systems during
the PDA process.

IN SUMMARY
LA SkyRail Express provides Metro with
the only solution that is both technically
and financially feasible, delivering the entire
corridor under a single contract—
an outcome that Metro can fully realize
through the Pre-Development Agreement
(PDA) and P3 process.

LA SkyRail Express provides Metro with the only solution that is
both technically and financially feasible, delivering the entire corridor
under a single contract.

